


۹Ղᛩ䋊ᴺՕ奧 
Introduction of Beijing Dance Academy 

۹Ղᛩ䋊ᴺতୌෝ1954ଙ҅ڹ傶۹Ղᛩ䋊໊҅ฎෛӾ㾴ᒫӞಅ䌕䮣ᛩ
䋊̶໊1978ଙྋୗ౮ᒈ۹Ղᛩ䋊ᴺ̶䋊ٍ໊ํ䋊ॊ嘛ॊ䋊֖ദԨ䳷҅ฎӾ
㾴ࠔӞӞಅ䌕槹۸ጱᛩරᙙṛᒵ䋊໊҅Ԟฎ吚ՔӮኴ憒ཛྷ๋य̵़䌕䮣戔ᗝق
ᶎጱᛩᎣݷᴺ̶໊


䋊໊戔ᒈӾ㾴َݘᛩᔮ̵Ӿ㾴࿆෧࿆樌ᛩᔮ̵ᜬᠿᛩᔮ̵㾴檭䰤伛ᛩᔮ̵ᶪ䰐
㴣ᔮ̵㴕䋊ᴺ̵Ո䋊ᴺ̵රᙙ䋊ᴺ̵媣媲රᙙ䋊ᴺ̵ᛩᘍ奍ᴺ̵ᴫ䍋Ӿ
ᒵᛩ䋊໊ᒵර䋊䱛䯤҅႗帜ᛩᤒᄍ̵ᛩ䋊̵ᛩ娒䌙̵ᛩරᙙ̵ᛩݣ
戔懯̵廫悬ᓕቘᒵ䋊ᑀ䌕䮣҅ኧྌᤩ捚傶̿ᛩਹ䠙墦̶̀�

The Beijing Dance Academy was first found in 1954 with the commitment 
and pursuit to excellency in dance performance, choreography and 
research. It is the first professional dance school to be established since the 
founding of the People’s Republic of China. In 1978, the Beijing Dance 
Academy was launched to provide higher education, and it now offers 
bachelor and postgraduate education for students. It has since become one 
of the largest and most prestigious dance schools with comprehensive 
concentrations in the world and the only higher institution specifically 
dedicated for professional dance education in China.


The Academy, known as "the cradle of dancers", consists of Department of 
Chinese Classical Dance, Department of Chinese Ethnic and Folk Dance, 
Ballroom Dance Department, Ballet Department, Musical Department, 
School of Creative, School of Humanities, School of Education, BDA Youth 
Dance Company, School of Continuing Education, School of Dance Grade 
Examination and Affiliated Secondary School of BDA, involving academic 
areas of dance performance, dance studies,choreography, dance education, 
art design, etc.



ӾԏᛩńńᄍڊՕᕨ 
'HVFULSWLRQ�RI�3HUIRUPDQFH�

Ӿ㾴ᛩฎӾ㾴㯽妞۸Ӿጱቶ䌌҅ࣁՈ气䵌ݥጱ槱မӾ҅ਙզٌ加䰽Ӟ䒱ጱᤒᄍṲێ涥㻽ෝӮኴ̶Ӿ㾴ݘ

َᛩฎӾ㾴ᛩ۸๋᯿ᥝդᤒ҅ᤩ圸傶Ӿ㾴ጱ̿㾴ᛩ̶̀ਙݐ㪔ᣟݳԧӾ㾴ݘդᛩ̵䜙ใ̵ྎ悬̵

ॅ向ᒵ廫悬ᔜṚ҅զᇙํጱَᵝ໒抠岈䌁ᗦఘ᪁҅ୌᒈ᩸妿晃吚դ咳㴕᭜㪔᯿䯤ጱٍํَ塅嬝ጱ䩚ොᛩ

廫悬̶ٌӾጱ̿殱̀㵕֢℆ᔮ҅୵౮ԧ奞居㾼侨̵㴄ຨፘ倉̵ఘวԻᣟ̵ದ廫奾҅ݳզ݊ᔜ̵䶷̵ᐟ

ಋ̵፲̵̵ဩ̵ྍਠᗦ妞Ӟጱᗦ䋊ᇙᜋ̶


۹Ղᛩ䋊ᴺฎӾ㾴䌕䮣ᛩ廫悬ጱ๋ṛ䋊҅ङ沇Ӿ㾴๋㱢ᐹጱᛩ廫悬Ո̶ྌེ̿Ӿ㾴ԏᛩ̀䌕䁰

ᄍ҅ڊኧ۹Ղᛩ䋊ᴺӾ㾴َݘᛩᔮ䒕㬵ٍ๋ํդᤒጱӾ㾴َݘᛩ㯽妞㴣ፓ̶ٌӾ۱ೡრᛔෝ1700ग़ଙڹ

Ӿ㾴ṷ䦘䦒๗࿆樌ྈᛩጱ̽᪭ྈ̾Ҕრᛔෝ1500ग़ଙڹӾ㾴۹ܖ๖䦒๗ශᆓॅ向ጱ̽汜ॠ̵̾̽ᰂ㴄̵̾

ಋ懃ᶪ̾Ҕզ݊໑䢡Ӿ㾴㯽妞۸䌁ᗦᘒ㴕֢ጱ̽ಈᛩԄᶆ̵̾̽℅ಈ䨗ኞ̵̾̽ᑇሴ焧ً̾҅晤ํਠ܉̽

ᗦ℆匍̿殱̀㵕֢ᇙ焧ጱ̽焗မ̶̾


๕春Զ㱢ᐹጱӾ㾴َݘᛩ֢҅ߝᚆ捰ᗦ㾴ጱ懃唰ๅग̵़ز꧌ړጱ啻ᥴӾ嶆۸ጱᔜṚ҅啻ᥴӾ㾴Ոጱ䌁

ᗦ᭄吚դӾ㾴ጱ㰷꧊懃ஷ҅妔䒕㬵๋櫞զ䛸ᗦঅጱ℆涢Ѻ�

Chinese dance is a gem of Chinese traditional culture. In the long river of human history, it marveled the 

world with its unique charm. Chinese classical dance is the most important representative of Chinese 

dance culture and is known as the “national dance form” of China, capturing and combining the essence of 

ancient Chinese dance, Chinese opera and Chinese martial arts, etc. Created and reconstructed in 

contemporary times, Chinese classical dance established itself as an exemplary classical dance art with its 

unique elegant style and aesthetic taste. Within Chinese classical dance, the “Shenyun” movement system 

is a representation of the corporeal culture, and is the particular aesthetic characteristic and stylistic 

language used by this genre of dance. “Shenyun” established aesthetic characteristics such as “delicate 

and rounded”, “toughness and softness combined”, “feeling and setting harmoniously blended”, “skill and 

art in unity”, as well as “essence, energy and spirit” and “hand, eye, body movement and steps” in perfect 

combination and harmony.


Beijing Dance Academy is the highest academic institution for professional dance in China and cultivates 

the best dance talents in the country.  In this "Dances in China" special performance, the most classic and 

representative Chinese classical dance repertoires will be presented by the Department of Chinese 

classical dance. These include folk song and dance “Ta Ge”, and Dunhuang Fresco inspired “Flying 

Goddess”, “King Kong”, “Thousand-hand Bodhisattva” from the Wei-Jin Southern and Northern Dynasties; 

repertoires choreographed on the basis of traditional Chinese aesthetics such as “Dancing as Painting”, 

“Young Scholars with Paper Fans”, “Charm of Writing” and “Emperor Qin Reviewing Troops”; as well as 

“The Yellow River”, which is a perfect demonstration of “Shenyun” movement characteristics.


We wish those carefully selected Chinese classical dance repertoires will enable the audience to learn more 

about the essence of Chinese culture, to understand the aesthetic pursuits of Chinese people and the 

values of contemporary China, and to bring to you the most unforgettable experience! 



1.̽ ᪭ྈ̾ҁঀৼᗭᛩ҂

娒    䌙ғ䋂坍

ᤒ    ᄍғق℆ঀᄍ㹓

ٚ匍Ӿ㾴۹ܖ๖䦒դ҅ࣁ佸෧㶟ၞᤈጱӞ圵ྈᛩ୵ୗ 
̶
Female Group Dance: Ta Ge (Singing and Dancing) 
Choreographer: Sun Ying

Performers: All the female dancers

One of the popular song and dance forms between the Southern and Northern 
Dynasties (420-589) in Chinese history is reproduced in this piece. 

2.̽ ᑇሴ焧ً̾ҁካৼࢥՈᛩ҂

娒    䌙ғ檔姘㫎

ᤒ    ᄍғᶑৼ拹  檔ᅦᎆ  ভ䙄䩚  䄬䋿

㴕㬵ᛔෝӮኴ܈य़॰撪ԏӞጱӾ㾴ᥜਞᑇً泷̶זᛩ䟖አԧӾ㾴َݘᛩጱ承
㶓㴕֢ಋဩ҅ݘ䰼ጱ̿ᑇ̀ז୵҅զ࿆樌䰐ใ̿妠य़Ἣ椭椮ํێጱ℄
ॵ̵加ᇙጱ㵕֢᭜ࣳ҅ᤒ匍ԧӾ嶆ྎॊ泾浌ዅ䁰̵ۢஃፗڹጱᵜ䶷༷ 
̶
Male Quartet Dance: Emperor Qin Reviewing Troops 
Choreographer: Chen Weiya 

Performers: Xue Ziqian   Chen Bingrui   Jiang Aidong   Li Mengshi

The source of creation of this dance is the terra-cotta warriors of Qin Dynasty (221-207 
B.C) unearthed in Xi'an, China, which are regarded as one of the ten wonders in the 
world. Chinese traditional dance vocabulary and technique are used in this dance. By 
employing simple and unsophisticated image of the terra-cotta warriors of Qin Dynasty, 
with the sonorous and forceful rhythm of the folk music ̿Big Drum of Jiangzhou ,̀ as 
well as the special postures, it portrays the heroic mettle of the Chinese warriors 
galloping and advancing bravely across the battlefield. 

3.̽ ᐞ̾ҁ櫕Ոᛩ҂

娒    䌙ғ䗋晄


 ֢   ใғ檔���㴄��  ֜ 㬟᨟

ᤒ    ᄍғ嬄抁    䋂���冘

ᛩզᶪ䰐奾䯤ጱොୗ҅զᛩ傶Ԇ℆҅զఘఽ娄դ๊ఘ℄娄ጱ㴕֢ಋဩ҅ᄍ媠
ԧઊ岈ᐞݣℂፘ挷ፘکޕፘ䙄̔ 傶䙄ಯ凗ᛗྚఘ̶ զ݊櫒ࣁՈ樌ӧᚆݶຊ̔
ॠझፘᘸፘਝጱ亖ᗦ䙄ఘඳԪࣁݢ֕ 
̶
Dou Dance ғ"Liang Zhu" (The Butterfly Lovers) 
Choreographer: Li Hengda. 

Composers: Chen Gang and He Zhanhao
Performers: Luo Jiacheng   Sun Can

The dance is choreographed on the basis of the music structure, using dance language 
to bring to life a touching love tragedy of Liang and Zhu. It puts a strong emphasis on 
bringing out the emotional intensities of the lovers, instead of only using the plot, to 
highlight the climatic tensions of the story. From acquaintance to love, to fight for love 
until their death, the two lovers were unable to be with each other in the mortal world, 
but are finally reunited and become a pair of butterflies in heaven. 

4.̽ 汜ॠ̾ҁঀৼ加ᛩ҂

娒    䌙ғ檔姘㫎

ᤒ    ᄍғᘭቊজ

ᡭᛱጱ姎䒕҅汍᭥҅ᛩڊ嶆ॕ۸ጱቶ烳҅՟ঀᛱጱᛩ҅汜ݻᮎ䤭ጱ䄬
ह̶ᛩ晁አ槱晄20ᔂጱ槱姎҅ٚ匍ԧශᆓ廫悬ጱᗦও氱 
̶
Female Solo Dance: Flying Apsaras (Angels) 
Choreographer: Chen Weiya

Performer: Geng Zhenni

The silk ribbon, like the rainbow, is fluttering and the goddess is flying into a fanciful 
dreamland. This dance, by employing a 20-metre-long silk ribbon, portrays the splendid 
Dunhuang Fresco Arts of China. 

5.̽ ℅ಈ䨗ኞ̾ҁካৼᗭᛩ҂

娒    䌙ғᙲ���ટ

ᤒ    ᄍғق℆ካᄍ㹓

ৼ҅氱ށ㯎ᶎ҅匍ԧ՜㮉拹拹ݶ᭗晃ᤒ匍Ӟᗭଙ䨗ኞጱ᪁̵ᵝ̵ᇰᒵӧߝ֢
ଶᘄᘄ҅搡҅䶷氱咳ጱ䨗ኞ䶷搡̶℅ಈ汜ᛩ҅ᤏᤞ佹佹҅ᛩ晁አ℅ಈ
ጱ掘捧۸҅ൈ媑ڊӞଏᵝ᪁䱥ኞ̵氱嶆ྋ̵䨗ኞ䶷҅䠁ො᭱ጱว 
̶
Male Group Dance: Young Scholars with Paper Fans 
Choreographer: Hu Yan

Performers: All the male dancers

A group of gentle, polite and high-spirited young scholars is portrayed through the lenses 
of their playfulness, elegance and wildness. Such scenery is depicted by the rich variety 
of and constant change in the usage of the paper fans.  



INTERMISSION / Ӿ䁰ջ௳ 

1.̽ 
ಋ懃ᶪ̾ҁঀৼᗭᛩ҂܉
娒    䌙ғṛᰂ䯍 

ᤒ    ᄍғق℆ঀᄍ㹓


ᛩ̽܉ಋ懃ᶪ̾ݐᛔශᆓឭṛᑿᒫӣᑿॅ向̿܉ಋ܉፲懃ᶪ捧̀҅娒䌙晁
አශᆓᛩ承㶓य᭜ԧᒒ嵋̵َᵝጱ֡ර۸Ӿ懃ᶪ៊廄୵ٌ҅ᐟ䙪௱欴̵
㱢ᗦ̵寷҅חᤒ匍ԧ懃ᶪ៊廄㲌ஞӮኴጱ宂侜ฦଶ唰ኞጱఓఘ䛸 
̶

Female Group Dance: Thousand hands and Thousand eyes 
Avalokitesvara 
Choreographer: Gao Jinrong 

Performers: All the female dancers

The dance piece Thousand-hand Bodhisattva derives its inspiration from the fresco 
̿Thousand-hand Thousand-eye Changing Bodhisattva  ̀ in the third Grotto at 
Dunhuang. The choreographer employs the Dunhuang dance style to create a 
demure and elegant image of Bodhisattva in Buddhist culture. The Bodhisattva’s 
peaceful and refined bearing conveys the sanctity of her inner world and her 
benevolence for all mortal beings. 

2.̽ ᰂ㴄̾ҁካৼᗭᛩ҂

娒    䌙ғ䴭姘

ᤒ    ᄍғṷ၇   ਜ਼ત   ᶑৼ拹   檔ᅦᎆ   ޮ ৼ   䄬䋿

ᒈ   䔴    嶆   䋂ታἄ   ভ䙄䩚   㴤ப䔶   焗ᜉ                      
࿆
ᛩݐෝӾ㾴۹ܖ๖䦒๗ශᆓॅ向यӾᰂ㴄ێॊশྎ୵ 
̔
᭗晃扫䔴ጱ᭜ࣳ҅䰼ೕጱ㵕҅ێ㾿匍̿ᰂ㴄ێॊ̀檚㴄ጱᛩ氱  ̶ 


Male Group Dance: Vajra Guardian 
Choreographer: Ou Siwei

Performers: Wei Shenyang   Li Zunyue   Jin Ziqian   Chen Bingrui   Zhou Zihan   Li 
Mengshi   Hou Li   Zhang Hua   Sun Ruiqi   Jiang Aidong   Liu Zhiqiang   Huang Liangmin

Based on the powerful image of Buddha’s warrior attendants in Dunhuang Fresco of 
China, employing exaggerated postures and simple and clumsy movements, the 
dance attempts to display a masculine dance style of the ̿ warrior attendants .̀ 

3.̽ ಈᛩԄᶆ̾ҁঀৼ加ᛩ҂

娒    䌙ғ֥ᎆᎆ

ᤒ    ᄍғᜳባ

ಋӾጱಈৼ҅֒執ूൈ媑Ԅᶆ҅㯽晋ᐟ殱݈ই熫汜澔ᛩ҅ၞᤈ櫩̶
春ฎ加ᇙጱӾ㾴ᛩ䒕妔ጱᗦమ 
̶

Female Solo Dance: Dancing as Painting 
Choreographer: Tong Ruirui

Performer: Peng Zhiqi

In this imaginative piece, the dancer dances with a fan as if she is painting with a 
brush; passing on the charm of her beauty through her graceful movements, 
reminiscent of floating clouds and flowing mountain streams.  

4.̽ 焗မ̾ҁᗭᛩ҂

娒    䌙ғব��ۢ     䔴ᗵ敎

ᤒ    ᄍғق℆ᄍ㹓

焗မฎӾ嶆࿆෧ጱྮ憭မ҅რ晍ၞ槱҅አԥ滺ෝ߿ᙙ嶆ॕ妐烳ጱ䵌ݥ
۸̶ᛩአ掘ጱ承㶓ኞ㵕䄉懃ጱ䶷㵟҅ᤒ匍ԧӾ嶆㱾ঀ公䙄焗မጱ㵕
Ո䁰ᶎ 
̶

Group Dance: The Yellow River 
Choreographers: Yao Yong & Zhang Yujun

Performers: All the dancers

As the mother river of the Chinese nation, the Yellow River, with its long and vast 
valley, has nurtured the magnificent history and culture of China. By employing rich 
movement vocabulary, along with grand momentum, the dance vividly portrays the 
touching scene of Chinese people's love for the Yellow River. 



領隊Mg / TE M LE D

R員 / PERFORMERS

     龐C/Pang Dan                       胡c/Hu /an                        in/Zhang Hao 
                                                                  

   

陳Y婷/Chen /iting    鄧紫嶷/Deng ZiBi    董婷婷/Dong Tingting     方茹/Fang Ru   耿S妮/Geng Zhenni    李E希/Li JiaAi     hOm/Liao Xinlian

    

ZL強/Liu Zhiqiang  y嘉誠/Luo Jiacheng    aT麒/Sun Ruiqi   魏D洋/Wei ShenBang  i華/Zhang Hua   GH寒/Zhou Zihan              

  彭芷琪/Peng Zhiqi       a燦/Sun Can       tXr/Teng Xuetong      se//ang Zheng     翟嘉O/Zhai JiaAin        oH茜/Zhu ZiAi 

陳ux/Chen Bingrui      F立/Hou Li    黃WP/Huang Liangmin   靳H謙/Jin Ziqian  姜lq/Jiang  idong  李夢實/Li Mengshi   李Jd/Li ZunBue      



۹Ղᛩ䋊ᴺ 
Ӿ㾴َݘᛩᔮ墋Օғ 
Introduction To The Department 
Of Chinese Classical Danceғ


Ӿ㾴َݘᛩර䋊℆ᔮতୌෝ1954ଙ҅ฎ

ᛩරᎸ奲ጱचَݘ۹Ղᛩ䋊໊Ӿ㾴ࣁ

器Ӥ᭑ྍ咳᩸㬵ጱ̶Ӿ㾴َݘᛩզ㯽

ಥଡ଼䟴Ӿ㾴㱢ᐹ㯽妞ᛩ۸傶ֵ̔

ᐽ೮̿媣ಥ岈㴕ෛ̀ጱလ䋊ቘஷ҅ℂ䵌

ᛩ劰̵䜙ใᛩ̵㯽妞ྎ悬Ӿݥ

儝ෆቘᗦ䋊ᇙ̵୵ୗᇙச̵廫悬ොဩ

ᒵܻቘ岈憒҅昲ᘒ᯿ୌ᩸෬ٍํ㯽妞

䌁ᗦ㲌႗岈۸ߝ໒݈҅ᒧݳ吚դ䌁ᗦ

ጱᛩ୵ୗ̶


۹Ղᛩ䋊ᴺӾ㾴َݘᛩᔮ䵌妿㮆ग़

Ӯ夵ጱۘ҅ێङ沇ԧӞಢಢ㱢ᐹጱᛩ

ᤒᄍ廫悬ਹ̵රᙙਹ̵娒䌙݊ᓕቘᘏ҅

䯤ୌ᩸ਠෆጱර䋊℆ᔮ҅㴕֢坌ᔴԧ妿

㾴ᛩय़搴Ӿ൹ᰂ䅑柞҅قࣁ҅ߝَ֢

դᤒ㾴ਹک䤖܈㮆㾴ਹ岈㶟昲ᤈ۸

Իၞ҅岊旰᯿य़䋊悬岈ර䋊Իၞၚ㵕҅

傶㯽ඎӾ㾴ᛩ۸҅๐㵗ᐒ䨝؉ڊ坌

䮩揙劰㪔叨ኞ᯿ᥝ段҅摆䔃ာ摁捚̶

The Chinese classical dance teaching 

system, founded in 1954, was gradually 

developed with concepts generated by 

the Chinese classical dance teaching and 

research group of Beijing Dance School. 

With the mission of inheriting and carrying 

forward China's excellent traditional dance 

culture, Chinese classical dance adheres 

to the philosophy of “inheritance and 

innovation”. From historical dance 

literature, Chinese opera dance and 

Chinese martial art, Chinese classical 

dance ext racted and estab l ished 

principles and rules on aesthetics, forms 

and artistic methods; reconstructing a 

form of dance that not only constitutes 

traditional aesthetics and cultural qualities, 

but also suite contemporary aesthetics.


After more than half a century of efforts, 

the Chinese Classical Dance Department 

of Beijing Dance Academy has trained a 

group of outstanding dance performance 

artists, educators, choreographers and 

managers; built a complete teaching 

system; created and accumulated a 

number of classic works; won medals in 

national competitions; represented the 

country to dozens of countries and 

regions for cultural exchanges; held major 

academic and teaching exchange 

activities; contributed positively to the 

spread of Chinese dance culture and 

served the society.




